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I.

Introduction to Hele-Shaw Cell:

a. Background and Application of the Hele-Shaw Cell
The inventor of the Hele-Shaw cell was Henry Selby HeleShaw, who was a
mechanical and automobile engineer from Great Britain. He used the HS cell to represent a
Stokes flow between two parallel flat plates. The gap between them is small, and so it can
model a two dimensional problem. Darcy’s Law, which describes potential fluid flow through a
porous medium, also applies to HeleShaw cells. The HS cell can also be applied to problems
of crystal formation and solidification. Since HeleShaw cells have a low Reynold’s number, it
can be used to study microflows. Below is a picture of a radial HeleShaw cell:

Figure 1 by Stephanie Maruca (2014)

The plates are clear to enable visualization of the fluid flow. For ease of use, fluid 2
has a higher viscosity, and fluid 1 is injected into it through a hole in one of the
plates.
b. Saffman Taylor Instability
The purpose of this experimental and theoretical comparison is to understand the
Saffman and Taylor experiments applying the Hele-Shaw Cell and to verify results.
Saffman and Taylor performed an experiment using the Hele-Shaw cell in 1958.
They used a setup, which utilized the H-S cell to represent free surface flow in a
porous media. Basically how less viscous fluid reacts to more viscous fluid in the
H-S cell. They were able to show that the instability of an interface moving
towards the more viscous fluid can produce the growth of single long finger, or
multiple fingers, such as the one pictured in figure 2.

Figure 2 Viscous fingering https://people.maths.ox.ac.uk/howison/talks/bamc04.pdf

Saffman and Taylor derived a linear stability analysis of the moving interface to
find the growth rate of these fingers. They found that the interface could be
unstable and solutions could blow up due to the smooth interface becoming less
smooth because of the exponentially decaying Fourier coefficients. So they also
introduced surface tension to do a better linear stability analysis. This allowed
them to remove any short wavelength instability and produce reasonable
solutions. So our purpose of this experiment is to examine and verify the
instability and the nature of blow-up, and the selection principles for finger
solutions. We will do this by changing the relevant parameters and finding the
results both with derived equations and through experiments.
c. Experimental Setup
The experiment used the following:
- two plastic plates
-plastic strips as gap boundaries (thickness 0.22 mm, 0.62 mm and 0.82 mm)
-weights of variable mass
-glycerol
-water with green dye
-syringe to inject fluids
-metal rods/clamps to hold instruments in place
The two plates were supported on the metal rods using clamps. This helped reduce
shaking from the table and also to improve visuals for image processing. One of the
plates had a small hole drilled in the middle to inject the fluid. We also placed white
paper under the plates to help with image processing. We created gap separators

with plastic transparency paper and glued several strips together to have differing
gap lengths. We placed a small piece of tape over the hole to prevent leaking of the
fluids before pressure was applied. We poured glycerol onto the plate and put the
second plate over it, trying to prevent any air bubbles. We then placed a needle
connected to the syringe into the hole. The syringe was already filled with water
mixed with green dye. The syringe’s top had a flat surface where we placed weights.
To begin the experiment, we put the weights on the syringe, which injected the water
into the glycerol through the plates. In this way, we obtained constant pressure for
each trial, but we changed the volume of fluid and weights to have differing flow rates
and pressures. Below is a picture of the setup:

II.

Derivation and Explanation of Relevant Equations:
a.

Derivation of Darcy’s Law from Navier-Stokes Equation

Darcy’s law was originally based on observations from experiment, but it
can be derived from the Navier-Stokes equation.
2
ρ( ∂u
∂t + (u⋅∇)u) =− ∇P + μ∇ u + f (1)
u = f luid velocity ( ms ), ρ = f luid density (mkg3 ), P = pressure (P a,
μ = viscosity (P a⋅s),

kg
m s,

kg
m s2 )

f = various forces, usually gravity

Figure (4) Coordinates of a HeleShaw Cell

For a Hele-Shaw cell, the z-axis will be called
the direction of the gap, and the fluid movement
is in the x,y direction.
For a uniform flow of incompressible fluid, the
fluid velocity is constant so ∂u
∂t = 0 . The
gravitational force is insignificant, because the
gap in the z direction is small (less than 1 mm).
So the Navier-Stokes equation reduces to
ρ(u⋅∇u) =− ∇P + μ∇2u (2). The values on the left

side are dependent on the fluid velocity, and
are called the inertial terms, the values on
the right side are dependant on pressure and
viscosity and are called the viscous terms.
Reynolds Number
The Reynolds number (Re) is a dimensionless number used in many different
applications of fluid dynamics to describe the relative importance of the viscous and
ρ(u⋅∇)u
inertial terms. Re = inertial
viscous = −∇P+μ⋅∇2u . (3) If Re≪1 the inertial terms are more significant

in the fluid flow than the viscous terms, if Re≫1 , the viscous terms are more
significant than the inertial terms. For either situation, if one set of terms is more
significant than the other, the less significant set of terms can be ignored. In the
situation that the Reynolds number is close to 1, the inertial terms and viscous terms
are both significant to the fluid flow and both must be solved for.

Taking the thickness of the cell to be (H), and the width of cell to be (L), the dimensions
2
2
2
of ∇2u = ∂∂xu2 + ∂∂yu2 + ∂∂z2u = L12 + L12 + h12 (4) since L≫h , L12 ≪H1 . So the x and y terms are not
2

significant, and the Laplacian can be simplified as ∇2u≈ ∂∂zu2 .
Putting the remaining terms in dimensionless form, the inertial term is ρ TH2 and the
viscous term is

1
TH

. The Reynolds number therefore reduces to

ρH2 .
μT

In the values for these are ρ≈1000 mkg3 , μ≈1 P a⋅s , H ≈0.001 m and T ≈10 s . Using these
estimated values, we find the Reynolds number to be on the order of Re≈0.0001,
therefore the viscous terms dominate, and the inertial terms can be ignored for the
Hele-Shaw cell.

Viscous Terms
2
Analysing the viscous terms, ∇P = μ ∂∂zu2 .(5) The gradient of pressure,
∇P =

∂u
∂x

∂u
+ ∂u
∂y + ∂z is not significant in the z direction, so can be written as

∇P =

∂u
∂x

+ ∂u
∂y . (6) Solving for u in terms of z (keeping all other terms constant) ;

∇P
μ

2

2
= ∫ddzu2⇒∇P
2μ z + c1z + c2 (7)

Assuming a no-slip condition, where the fluid velocity is zero on the upper and
lower surfaces, u(0) = 0 and u(h) = 0.
∇P
2μ 0 + c10 + c2
∇P 2
2μ h + c1h

2
= 0⇒c2 = 0⇒∇P
2μ z + c1z

= 0⇒∇P
2μ h(h + c1) = 0⇒c1 =− h

u =− 1μ 2z (z − h)∇P (8)
Taking the average values over the height of the gap
h

2

3

3

∇P
∇P z
∇P 2h −3h
u = 2μ(h−0)
[ 3 − hz2 ]0h]⇒2μh
[ 6 ]
∫ z2 − hz dz⇒2μh
3

0

Finally resulting in Darcy’s law for the Hele-Shaw cell
h2
u = 12μ
∇P (9)
h=height of the gap, μ =viscosity P=pressure in x and y direction u=fluid velocity

b. Solving Laplace equation on a circular interface
Since the fluids are incompressible, of constant viscosity, and second fluid is being

injected with a constant pressure ∇u = 0 ⇒ ∇2P = 0 . For a the cell described with
two fluids of different (but constant) viscosities, the outer edge of the more
viscous fluid is called R2 , while the interface between the two fluids is called R1 .
We assume that R2 ≫ R1 and that R2 is sufficiently large that P |R2 = 0 .
The Laplace Young boundary conditions apply to R1 , which say that on the circular
interface with two boundaries, inner and outer, the difference between them is
equal to the product of the surface tension and the curvature P |R1 =− γκ
(γ = surface tension, κ = curvature).
The following is a derivation and solution to this including all the relevant
variables and their units.

Figure (5) Sketch of perturbation of interface of a
HeleShaw Cell. The dotted circle is ε0 = 0 , a smooth
circular interface. The solid line is ε1 a cosine wave inscribed
around a circle. (Paterson)

c.

d.

III. Results and Conclusion:
a. Physical Results and Theoretical Prediction
The following are screenshots of our experimental trials with differing gap
distances (b)
Figure (6) HeleShaw cell with glycerol and water gap spacing b=.22mm

Figure (7) HeleShaw cell with glycerol and water gap spacing b=.62mm

Figure (8) HeleShaw cell with glycerol and water gap spacing b=.82mm

Figure (9) HeleShaw cell with glycerol and water gap white dots represent counted fingers

This image demonstrates how we counted each finger using different radii. We
counted the number of fingers touching the boundary and then added the total
and divided by the number of circles to get the average number of fingers m.
We also used video to measure the duration of each experiment. We recorded the
time from the time that the inner fluid appeared in the cell to the just before the
water broke the boundary of the glycerol.

Figure (10) An example of the lower viscosity fluid breaking the boundary of the higher viscosity fluid. In this case the
fluid flow changes due to the difference in surface tension in the area where the less viscous fluid is exposed to air
instead of glycerol. The results for timing, volume of fluid used and number of fingers from all experiments were
observed before this point.

The following equations were used in the table:
Area Flow Rate

m2
s

: Q=

V
bt

Number of fingers m = 1
√3

(10)

[√ ]
31

6μQ2t2
π3/2b2γ

(11)

Radial distance between the fingers λ = 2π
m (12)
Pressure P =

mass∙g
r2

(13)

Variable

Units

Value

b

distance
between plates

m

g

acceleration of
gravity

m
s2

mass

applied mass

kg

r

radius of
syringe

m

t

time of
experiment

s

V

Volume

m3

γ

surface tension

N , kg
m s2

0.064

μ

viscosity

P a ∙ s skgm

1.412

9.8

0.007

Results:

Plate
Spacing
(mm)

Applie
d Mass
(kg)

Time (s)

Volume
(m3 * 10−6)

Pressure
( P a * 104 )

Flow rate
2
( ms * 10−4)

0.22

1.000

12

2.0

6.37

7.65

0.22

0.500

6

0.44

3.18

3.19

0.22

0.100

29

1.2

0.637

1.90

0.62

0.500

19

2.0

6.37

1.70

0.62

1.000

15

2.0

9.55

2.15

0.62

1.500

25

2.0

3.18

1.29

0.82

0.500

5

1.5

3.82

3.83

0.82

1.000

3

2.2

7.97

8.00

Fingers
(observed
)

Fingers
(theoretical
)

Radial distance
between
fingers
(observed)

Radial
distance
between
fingers
(theoretical)

79

109

0.080

0.058

28

48

0.22

0.13

23

47

0.24

0.13

15

15

0.42

0.45

16

16

0.39

0.40

14

12

0.47

0.51

17

14

0.37

0.46

19

22

0.33

0.28

Graphs
Pressure vs. Flow Rate
The flow rate is should be expected to be proportional to the applied pressure. Due
to the limited number of data points the behavior of the individual curves cannot be
definitely determined, so only general observations can be made.

●

For the 0.22 mm spacing, the relationship appears to be closer to a square root
function than linear.

●

For the 0.62 mm spacing the relationship is close to linear.

●

For the 0.82 mm spacing, no analysis can be made due to the limited sample size.

Flow Rate vs. Wavelength
According to equation 11, the theoretical relationship between the flow rate (Q) and
the wavelength (λ) should be an inverse square root. In graphing the relationship
between between flow rate (Q) and wavelength ( λ ) we graphed 3 different values:
●

The observed wavelength was based on counting the number of fingers, and
applying λ = 2π
m . The value for Q was calculated from Q =

●

V .
bt

The expected wavelength was a calculated value for λ based on the observed
value for t, calculated Q as above ( Q =

V ),
bt

measured the gap distance b, and

used accepted values for γ and μ . Using the previously derived equation (11)
m = √31
●

[√ ]
31

6μQ2t2
π3/2b2γ

For the theoretical wavelength we averaged the duration (t) of all of the
experiments at each gap distance to obtain a consistent value for t. We then
used a continuous domain of Q values between the minimum and maximum
values of Q for each gap distance. (i.e. For the 0.62 gap distance, the minimum
value was 1.2 * 10−4

m2
s

and the maximum was 1.2 * 10−4

using values of Q at every 0.01 * 10−4

m2
s

m2 ,
s

so we calculated

between these two points). We then

calculated based on Q and the average time using the same equation.
m = √31

[√ ]
31

6μQ2t2
π3/2b2γ

The plots show that these theoretical values are close to but not exactly the same as
the expected values. For the expected wavelength we used the exact timing of each
experiment, and for the theoretical wavelength we used an average time of all
experiments with that gap spacing.
The behavior of the expected and theoretical values don’t demonstrate a clear inverse
square root behavior. The equation for wavelength ( λ ), is dependent both on the time
(t) of the experiment and on flow rate (Q) even in experiments with the same gap
length. The plots of Q vs. values only have one independent variable (Q), and doesn’t
account for the differences in the duration of the experiment. Further study could be
done by looking at the behavior of the system and the values of the wavelength at
similar time scales (perhaps every 2 seconds for large gap widths and 5 seconds for

small gap widths.)

b. Error

Fingers
(observed
)

Fingers
(theoretical
)

Percen
t error

79

109

27

28

48

42

23

47

51

15

15

0

16

16

0

14

12

16

17

14

21

19

22

14

The possible sources of error were the following:
● Miscounting fingers: The identification and counting of fingers is
not a trivial task. Identifying the point that a finger develops is
inexact. The radial counting technique is thought to be the best
available, but does not ensure a perfect count. This error is more
significant as the wavelength decreases, as it results in smaller
fingers which are less prominent and more difficult to count. Based
on observing the video, and comparing different methods of
counting fingers, we estimate the total error from this method to be
less than 10%.

● Miscalculation of time: The experiments were timed by watching the
video and making the initial time t0 the moment we first saw the
water appear in the cell. The final time was taken from the moment
before the water broke through the outer boundary of the glycerol.
The timing is only accurate to the nearest second for both the initial
and final times, so the total error is ± 2 seconds. Since the time was
both used to calculate Q and separately in calculating λ , this error
could be significant. The following table shows the effect of adding
and subtracting two seconds to the calculation of the number of
fingers. It is apparent that timing differences have a greater effect
at smaller gap widths.

Fingers
(observ
ed)

Fingers
(theoretical
)

Number of
fingers with
time=t+2 s

Number of
fingers
with
time=t-2 s

79

109

101

120

28

48

42

59

23

47

46

50

15

15

13

15

16

16

15

17

14

12

12

12

17

14

12

18

19

22

18

35

In addition to the difficulty in timing, the difference in the length of each
experiment created a difficulty in comparing flow rate (Q) to wavelength ( λ ),

since wavelength is dependant in Q as well as time. For future experiments, we
propose more careful timing, then counting fingers at the same time for each
experiment (for example at each second).
● Inadequate volume of glycerol: In most experiments, the water
breached the outer boundary of glycerol. Although we only
analysed the results from before this happened, the effect of the
boundaries being in close proximity to each other is likely
significant, and unaccounted for in the model. Also, we had to
estimate the volume of water that was injected before the boundary
was breached. Had the amount of glycerol been sufficient to avoid
the water breaking the barrier, the results would have been more
accurate.
● Different experimental conditions: (size of cell plates, manner of
assembling the cell) The trial with 0.62 gap distance had results
much closer to the predicted values. The experiments run gap
distance differed from the others because they were performed with
a much larger cell (approximately 4 times the area). In addition the
cell was assembled using weights on the corners to hold it together,
rather than clamps on the sides that were used in all the other
experiments. The accuracy of our results is dependant on the
Laplace equation being applicable, or a good estimate, with boundary
condition P (R2) = 0 . If the outer radius of the glycerol met the clips
or weights the pressure at that point is greater than zero, and the

model does not apply. In some experiments glycerol filled the
whole cell and created different boundary conditions than expressed
in our model. We postulate that this is the greatest cause for error
in the experiment.
● It should also be noted that the maximum growth rate σ was not
calculated because the rate of change of the radius was not found
from the videos.
For future reference, it is helpful to know that during these Saffman and Taylor
experiments, one must keep track of the following:
● The experiment should be performed using different amounts of
pressure
●

surface tension and viscosity should be known

●

volume of viscous fluid (glycerol) should be consistent for each gap
distance

●

exact time should be observed (a timer in the field of view of the
camera would probably be most effective)

●

use larger plates (recommended ≈ 30 cm on each side)

●

volume of less viscous fluid should be much less than volume of
glycerol (don’t use too much or it will leak out of sides)

●

radius of the circular interface should be measured before pressure
is applied

● the outer boundary of the fluid should be sufficiently far away from

the edge of the plate that the pressure from the weights or clips
used to hold the cell together doesn’t influence to fluid pressure

c. Conclusion
In conclusion, we found that changing the parameters of the experiment and in the
theoretical calculations can yield similar results with similar trends that match
the linear stability analysis of Saffman and Taylor. We concluded that the gap
width has a significant influence on the pressure and number of fingers. We
found that the pressure significantly decreased when going from 1000 grams
with .22mm spacers to 1000 grams with .82mm spacers. This explains why there
are less fingers when the spacing is larger. The smaller spacing creates more
pressure as the fluid is injected. The result is that there are more fingers with
more branches. We also found that the flow rate is related to the distance
between the fingers in this way: as flow rate increases, the number of fingers
formed increases as well. The distance between these fingers decreases as there
more fingers are formed. It seems our conclusions fit our generally predictions
stated earlier, but that further experimentation with more controlled conditions
would be required to show a specific relationship.
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